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Entrada Publishes White Paper on ExpressFax, a Productivity Tool that 
Automates Faxing Within the NextGen EHR System 

A DISCUSSION OF HOW ENTRADA’S EXPRESSFAX TECHNOLOGY REDUCES ERRORS, IMPROVES EFFICIENCY AND 
ACCELERATES DOCUMENT DELIVERY BY SIMPLIFYING NEXTGEN’S NATIVE FAX PROCESS 

NASHVILLE, Tenn., December 11, 2012 – Today Entrada announced the publication and release of its latest white 
paper, discussing the functionality and benefits of ExpressFax, Entrada’s simple, yet powerful solution for quickly 
and easily automating and sending faxes directly within the NextGen EHR system. As the latest addition to its 
product technology suite, the white paper highlights the productivity enhancements achievable with ExpressFax. 

Entrada’s ExpressFax technology expands upon the faxing capabilities of the NextGen electronic health record 
system, simplifying the process by providing customization tools and powerful automation. With ExpressFax, any 
generated document that includes a “CC” is delivered automatically without staff intervention, increasing staff 
productivity and efficiency by reducing the manual nature of NextGen’s native faxing process. ExpressFax also 
reduces costs by reducing the amount of dedicated staff resources necessary for faxing, as Entrada has calculated 
that it requires approximately one full-time staff member focused exclusively on delivering faxes to meet the fax 
workload of eight to ten physicians. 

ExpressFax was specifically built for NextGen customers who utilize the native faxing option within their daily 
workflows but who are experiencing faxing challenges such as a productivity drain on staff or slow document 
turnaround time. With ExpressFax, providers can create their own unique rules to automate even their most 
complex faxing workflows. Also, with the detailed fax history reporting included in ExpressFax, providers can 
review all faxes that have already been delivered alongside those which might have failed, eliminating the 
potential for errors from mishandled or orphaned faxes while accelerating document delivery. 

“With ExpressFax’s automation tools, we’ve all but eliminated the inefficiencies in our document delivery process. 
ExpressFax has been a great solution that has provided our referring physicians with more reliable feedback and an 
immediate ROI,” declared Patrick Toomey, COO of the Virginia Cardiovascular Specialists. 

To view the entire white paper, please click here. 

About Entrada 

Entrada provides innovative workflow solutions that protect physician productivity and revenue by enabling 
physicians to continue dictating before, during and after the migration to an EHR. Entrada’s cross-platform 
solution, available for Apple iOS, Windows Mobile and PC platforms, enables the capture of the narrative portions 
of the note, woven alongside structured data, to support chart completion.  Alternatively, Entrada’s Real-Time 
Speech-to-Text enables physicians to quickly populate text within EHR templates for those who wish to self-edit. 
Unlike traditional voice-rec solutions, Entrada's cloud-based engine is accessed through a simple web app, ensuring 
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a quick and painless installation. For more information, visit www.EntradaHealth.com. Follow Entrada on Twitter 
at www.twitter.com/entradahealth or Facebook at www.facebook.com/EntradaHealth. 

 

 

 

 


